1. **Chromecast**: Chromecast is a device that you plug into your TV's HDMI port, powered by a USB cable (included). Using your smartphone or computer as a remote control, you can use Chromecast to access video content from Netflix, YouTube, Hulu Plus, the Google Play Store and other services.

   *How does it work?* [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dT93PcNgUw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-dT93PcNgUw)

2. **Electronic Sign Language Translator by Krown**: This device shows you how to translate words into sign language. Type in the word and the device will show you how to translate it into sign language.


3. **GoTalk 9+**: Go Talk 9+ is a lightweight and portable assistive technology device designed for even the youngest of users. This is a speech-generating device that can be used for children or adults with limited or no speech.

   *How does it work?* [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IENNufErOLA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IENNufErOLA)

4. **Nyrius 12 Language Translator**: This talking translator is small enough to fit in your pocket, and contains 8,400 travel-related phrases in 12 different languages. Eight conversational categories allow you to find your desired phrase quickly, and the LT12 both speaks and displays the translated phrase. You also have the ability to save frequently used phrases. This pocket translator will give you confidence when communicating in a foreign language.

   *How does it work?* [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sN6zXY-6Pik](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sN6zXY-6Pik)

5. **Quick Start Communication Kit by Ablenet**: Designed with assistive technology trainers and speech language pathologists in mind, this total communication kit includes everything needed to introduce teachers and students to voice output communication. The kit includes three of our most popular communicators, along with Making Connections, a terrific resource
packed with ideas for increasing students’ use of voice output devices. The handy foam-packed case makes this kit easy to move from school to school. Great for demos and workshops!

How does it work? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWp18ajAEQ0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWp18ajAEQ0)

6. **Quicktionary Translating Pen**: This device is a hand-held, bilingual scanning dictionary. Roll the pen over a word or phrase, and the pen translates it for you.

How does it work? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siDB2bx5fpU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siDB2bx5fpU)

7. **Readiris Pro 12**: Free yourself from paper! Readiris Pro 12 is a powerful OCR solution designed for professional users. With Readiris save an incredible amount of time when converting any paper document PDF or image files into digital files you can edit search and share!

How does it work? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ujjbuWag0o](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ujjbuWag0o)

8. **Sydspeak: Talk To Me 100**: Sydspeak Inc. introduces Talk To Me 100, a powerful engaging tool for children who are learning to talk, or who have difficulty mastering verbal expression. An interactive teaching device, Talk To Me 100 allows the child - by pressing buttons - to see words, hear words, understand their meaning and experience the joy of communication. Together, you and your child will have fun learning to talk.

How does it work? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0OxWtPGYOA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0OxWtPGYOA)

9. **Wireless Stereo Headset by Plantronics**: Thanks to its 40-foot roaming range, the wireless .Audio 995 Stereo Headset lets you take full advantage of your PC's Internet calling and audio capabilities in full-range stereo without being tethered to your desk. Not only does this headset offer superb audio performance, it also lets you control your iTunes or Windows Media Player directly from the headset with its convenient on-ear controls.

How does it work? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taYiCaNhdk4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taYiCaNhdk4)

10. **Wrist talker personal communication device by enabling devices**: This is a single message recording device that allows you to record a message up to 10 seconds long. The recorder attaches to your wrist like a bracelet.
11. **ChatterVox Personal Amplification System**: This device can boost your volume by as much as 18 decibels. It consists of a rechargeable “fanny pack” amplifier and speaker unit along with a headset microphone. Plug the headset into the fanny pack and adjust the volume knob and your set.

12. **Pocketalker by Williams Sound**: This device amplifies sounds closest to the listener while reducing background noise. This is ideal for one-on-one conversation, small group and television listening, or conversing in the car. Use without hearing aids. Plug in the earpiece, position the microphone near the preferred sound, and adjust volume for comfort.

13. **Attainment Talker 24 by Attainment Company**: The AT24 has 24 messages with smaller (3/4-inch) active areas. Touch each active area to play back recordings.

   A clear, plastic pocket holds and protects communication cues. Hold the talker with 2 hands and activate speech with your thumb, or use it as a tabletop talker. A new neoprene glove keeps the talker from sliding. Powered by 2 AAA batteries (included).

   **Features:**
   - 24 images
   - 10 seconds recording time per message
   - 12º x 2º x .3 inches
   - 3/4 inch active area
   - Great sound
   - Easy to record
   - Lightweight (6 oz.)
   - Uses AAA batteries (included)

**How does it work? Instruction manual included.**
Record a message:
- Turn on AT24
- Press and hold message button. Continue to hold as you firmly press and hold the Record button. (The red Record LED turns on while recording).
- Speak into the microphone (Mic) about 6 inches away.
- When you are finished recording, release the Record button and then release the Message button.

Play Back a message:
- Press and release the message button to hear the recorded message.

Replace an existing message:
- Recording a new message will erase the existing message on that button. Follow the Record a message procedure.

14. Cheap Talk 4 Inline Direct Select by Enabling Devices: Assists in language development and it’s easy to use! Our popular Cheap Talk communicators are lightweight, portable, user-friendly and economical. They enable the user to “speak” pre-recorded messages. Messages are 5 seconds each and can be recorded and re-recorded as often as you wish.

How does it work? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KABwZITm8ng](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KABwZITm8ng)

15. Cheap Talk 8 Six Level Communicator by Enabling Devices: Stores up to 48 5-second messages! The exclusive 6-Level Communicator is ideal for teaching language skills and communicating. Record 48 6-second messages on 6 levels. Messages can be recorded and re-recorded as often as you wish. This communicator also allows for switch access. Switches can only be connected for the top row.

Size: 12.5"L x 8"W x 3"H. Message square size: 2". Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1.5 lbs.

How does it work? [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=178xsjfRulI](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=178xsjfRulI)